Marriage advisory council's new hq

By LEADER REPORTER

The CATHOLIC Marriage Advisory Council is to have its new Limerick headquarters in the new adjoined building currently under construction in the grounds of Mary Immaculate Church, Newmarket West.

Very Rev Edmund Canon O'Dea, PP, told the Limerick Leader this week that purpose-designed facilities for the discreet activities of the advisory council will be incorporated in the centre. Other facilities will accommodate various parish groups and conferences of clergy.

The parish had other excellent facilities for a variety of functions, said Canon O'Dea, but this type of specialist facility was greatly needed.

The design, by Kieran Architects, Limerick, was arrived at to harmonise with the church, and construction is being undertaken by Messrs. Broman Bredagh of Atlantic who, said Canon O'Dea, had submitted the lowest-priced suitab

There is envisaged that groups such as the St Vincent de Paul Society, the Society of Young Priests, and others will be catered for in the new centre, and men's and ladies' lofts and offices will be provided as a parish office.

There has been a further advance in the EC Ceramics Research Programm at the Royal Institute of Technology Industries.

The original work under the direction of Dr. Stuart Hambrecht, has been to develop improved silicon nitride engineering ceramics. The partners have been the Centre de Recherches de Industries Belge de la Bion, the Materials Division at Harwell Laboratories, and the Department of University of Picture shows Dr. Stie (left) with Vincent Mohan and Sean Xuan, student.

SEMINAR
HELP FIRM TO FACE 1

LOCAL firms are being helped to make the best use of information technology to compete in the single European market from 1992.

Last week management and technical staff of small firms attended a seminar and workshop in Shannon on "Advanced Telecommunications for Profit."

It was conducted by Telecommunications.

Fedmore came of age with a new-look lifetime Church. A fullbody church was celebrated by P.F., who said there was a large and well-wished Regional P. Dolan, who had O'Brien as a Ballyclough and St. Patrick's Cathedral, and Canon Ryan as an Assistant C.B. Then each was invested by the Vicar General.

During the party the party was organized for the Holy Trinity (St. Paul's) held by a group of people after the event. Carl Dolan, who had Fedmore for a visit, began a new church, and on November 10, the second was opened.

There were a few interviews with the Vicar, Pat Healy, and Niall Casey, a regional radio.